Year 6 – Learning from home
On this sheet you will find a series of tasks and activities relating to each area of the
curriculum. The activities are desgined to be used in case we need to close the school
for any reason beyond our control. You have to do the activities in bold. All other
activities are suggestions to keep you busy. Remember to read every day. Each
activity or task is related to your year group, is designed to be open ended, and can
all be done at home with minimal resources.
ENGLISH
 Read a minimum of 8 fiction/non-fiction books.
 Write a poem based on a feeling or emotion – include different types of
figurative language - similies, alliteration and metaphors.
 Write a recount of your favourite family memory or celebration (try to
include adjectives and adverbs)
 Practise the Year 5/6 spelling words
Discovery education website: https://www.discoveryeducation.co.uk/
Username:student23136 Password: ourlady321
Please look at past SATs papers (resources)

MATHS
 Revise SATs arithmetic and reasoning topics
 Describe a range of 3D shapes, recognise different angle facts
 Practise times tables recall up to 12 x 12
 Continue to practise your division facts using these times tables
 Practise addition and subtraction written methods
Log on to: https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/ - website is providing free resources
Please complete past SATs papers (see resources)

ART



Research Henri Rousseau
Draw a still life picture

DT
 Begin to research Greek ceramics
– patterns, shapes

SCIENCE
 Revise ideas from our Evolution
and Inheritance topic – write a fact
file

COMPUTERS
 Try out different activities on My
USO
https://my.uso.im/
and
MyMaths
https://www.mymaths.co.uk/
GEOGRAPHY
Compare ancient Greece to modern
day Greece. How the boundaries of
countries and names of places have
changed over time. Learn about why
certain Greek cities were strategically
located.

French www.linguascope.com
username: olovschool password:
salutolov
RE
 Write a recount of one of the
passages of scripture that you
have read recently. Include how
we can apply it to the mission of
our own life.

PE
 Travel across a room in 5 different
ways.
 Design an exercise programme to
share with your family. It should
include 5 exercises for 1 minute
each.

HISTORY
 Research the Ancient Greece
civilisation – learn about how
people lived, the government,
significant indivduals,
achievements, influence on the
world.

MUSIC
 Practise some of the hymns that
we have been learning recently

PSHE
 How can we be kinder to our
friends?

